[A Chinese autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease family probably related to PKD2 gene].
To study the genetic heterogeneity of autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) in Chinese. Using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and non-denatured polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, the authors analyzed eight microsatellite markers closely linked to PKD1 or PKD2 genes respectively in a Chinese ADPKD family. Seven informative markers were found in this family, including KG8, SM6, CW4 and CW2 which are tightly linked to PKD1, and D4S1563, D4S414 and D4S423 which are linked to PKD2. After the process of genotyping, the haplotypes were estimated with Cyrillic 2.0, and the linkage-based analysis suggested that the disease is not linked to PKD1 other than PKD2. In China this non-PKD1 family is the second one, but it is the first reported PKD2 family showing the genetic heterogeneity of ADPKD in Chinese. In the family the affected mother transmits the disease and the affected members' phenotypes are eterogeneous. In addition, the existing "anticipation" and the presence of the disease in a child of this family suggest that non-PKD1 linked families may have early-onset of the disease in child.